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1. INTRODUCTION
Linear differential equations with variable coefficients are usually solved
by formal power series methods or by constructing a suitable integral
transform that relates well with some differential operator. The typical
w x w x w xexample of such construction is the Mellin transform. See 1 , 2 , and 7 .
In this paper we consider a class of linear differential equations with
variable coefficients that contains the Euler and Chebyshev equations. We
apply a general algebraic method, based on generating functions, to find
explicit solutions of homogeneous and inhomogeneous equations with
w x w xgiven initial conditions. Our method was introduced in 3 and 6 .
 .  .For a given differential operator of the form L s c t D, where c t is
some suitable function, we construct a vector space G that contains all the
 .solutions of homogeneous equations u L g s 0, where u is a polynomial.
We also construct in a algebraic way a convolution product on G that can
 .be used to obtain a one-sided inverse for the operator u L . We find an
integral representation for the convolution that allows us to solve inhomo-
 .geneous equations u L g s f for forcing functions f in a fairly general
class.
In Section 2 we present the basic definitions and the main results of our
general method. In Sections 3 and 4 we apply the general results to the
class of equations mentioned above, and we give some particular examples
that illustrate our results in Section 5.
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2. SOLUTION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS
We introduce here some definitions and basic results about the alge-
braic approach to the problem of finding explicit solutions of linear
w xfunctional equations. For the proofs and more details, see 3]5 .
We denote by P the complex vector space of all polynomials in the
indeterminate z and denote by P* the dual vector space of P. For each
nonnegative integer n we let P be the vector subspace of P of then
polynomials whose degree is at most equal to n. We denote by PU then
dual space of P .n
The duality pairing of P* and P is described with the angular bracket
notation, that is,
 :L, p s Lp, L g P*, p g P.
The basic Taylor functionals T are the elements of P* defined bya, k
1
k :T , p s D p a , a g C, k g N, p g P , 2.1 .  .a , k k!
where D denotes the usual differentiation operator. The vector space
generated by the basic Taylor functionals is denoted by T and its elements
are called Taylor functionals.
We define a commutative multiplication on T by
k q mT wT s T . 2.2 .a , k b , m aqb , kqm /k
Note that T is the unit element for the multiplication w.0, 0
 .Suppose now that G z, t is a function of two variables for which
 :g t s T , G z , t , a g C, k g N, .  .a , k a , k
is a well defined function of t, for t in some suitable domain, and such that
the g are linearly independent. Then the complex vector space Ga, k
generated by the g is isomorphic to T. We say that G is generated bya, k
 .G z, t . Note that we can equip G with the multiplication w by means of
the isomorphism between G and T. In this way, using appropriate generat-
ing functions, we obtain some important complex vector spaces like the
quasi-polynomials or exponential polynomials E , the linearly recurrent se-
w x w xquences S , and the proper rational functions R; see 3 and 4 . The space
 .  .y1R is generated by G z, t s t y z and its basic elements are the
 .  .y1ykfunctions r t s t y a .a, k
Let B be the free complex vector space generated by C = N. Note that
the vector spaces T, E , R and S are all isomorphic to B. We say that
they are concrete realizations of B.
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We describe next the isomorphism between R and T, which plays a
fundamental role in our development.
Let r G 0, let a , a , . . . , a be distinct complex numbers, and let0 1 r
m , m , . . . , m be positive integers. Define n q 1 s m and0 1 r i
r
m i nq1 nu z s z y a s z q b z q ??? qb . 2.3 .  .  . i 1 nq1
is0
 . 4Let I s i, j : 0 F i F r, 0 F j F m y 1 and define the polynomialsi
u z .
q z s , i , j g I , .  .i , j m yjiz y a .i
and the linear functionals L byi, j
p
 :L , p s T , , p g P , i , j g I . .i , j a , j ;i qi , 0
Using Leibniz's rule for Taylor functionals it is easy to see that
 :L , q s d , i , j , k , s g I . .  .i , j k , s  i , j. , k , s.
  . 4This biorthogonality relation implies that q : i, j g I is a basis for Pi, j n
  . 4and L : i, j g I is the corresponding dual basis. Thereforei, j
 :p z s L , p q z , p g P . 2.4 .  .  . i , j i , j n
 .i , j gI
Let p be an element of P . The element of T that corresponds to prun
under the natural isomorphism between R and T that sends the basic
 .  .y1ykrational function r t s t y a to T , is the functionala, k a, k
 :A s A pru s L , p T . .  i , k a , m y1yki i
 .i , k gI
We say that a complex valued function f of a complex variable t is
 :  .defined on the roots of u if and only if T , f is well defined for i, ka , ki
in I. For any such f we have
 :  : :A , f s L , p T , f . i , k a , m y1yki i
 .i , k gI
 :  :From now on we write pru, f instead of A, f . That is, we identify
pru with its image in T under the natural isomorphism.
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The definition of the L and Leibniz's rule give usi, k
rp
 :, f s L , pf , i , m y1 ; iu is0
which can be written as
rp pf
, f s residue at a of . 2.5 . i ;u uis0
The linear functional associated with 1ru is called the divided difference
functional with respect to the roots of u. For any f defined on the roots of
u we have
r1 f
, f s residue at a of . i ;u uis0
 .Let G z, t be a generating function for a concrete realization G of B,
such that the elements of G are complex valued functions defined on some
set. Then a basis for G consists of the functions
 :g t s T , G z , t , a, k g C = N. .  .  .a , k a , k
 .   .  .:We identify T with r and write g t s r z , G z, t . Thereforea, k a, k a, k a, k
we have an isomorphism from R to G, which sends an element pru of R
to the function
p z 1 .
g t s , G z , t s , p z G z , t . .  .  .  . ; ;u z u z .  .
Suppose that there exists a linear operator L, defined on some suitable
space of functions of t, that satisfies
LG z , t s zG z , t , .  .
where L acts with respect to t. In such case we say that L is the adjoint of
 .multiplication by z with respect to the generating function G z, t .
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let u z be a monic polynomial of degree n q 1. Then
the linear subspace of G which consists of the elements g that satisfy
 .u L g s 0 is equal to the set
p z .
G u s g t s , G z , t : p g P . 2.6 .  .  .  .n ; 5u z .
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 4COROLLARY 2.1. Let p , p , . . . , p be a basis of P and let u be a0 1 n n
monic polynomial of degree n q 1. Define
p z .k
g t s , G z , t , 0 F k F n. 2.7 .  .  .k  ;u z .
 4  .Then g , g , . . . , g is a basis of G u .0 1 n
 .There exist several bases for P , closely related to u z , for which then
 . w xcorresponding bases for G u are relatively simple; see 5 .
Consider now the inhomogeneous equation
u L g t s f t , 2.8 .  .  .  .
where the forcing function f is a given element of G. Let
q z .
f t s , G z , t , 2.9 .  .  . ;¨ z .
with qr¨ in R, and q and ¨ relatively prime.
Let ) denote the convolution product in G that corresponds to the
multiplication of rational functions in R under the natural isomorphism.
This means,
 :g t ) g t s r z r z , G z , t . .  .  .  .  .a , k b , m a , k b , m
Let w be the function defined by
1
w t s , G z , t . 2.10 .  .  . ;u z .
Then we have the following result.
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any f in G the function g s f )w, where w is
 .  .defined in 2.10 is a particular solution of 2.8 .
Since
1
 :g t s , G z , t s T , G z , t s G a, t , 2.11 .  .  .  .  .a , 0 a , 0 ;z y a
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 .  .for any complex number a, we can consider G z, t s g t and thenz, 0
1 1
g t s f t )w t s f t * , g t s , f t ) g t . .  .  .  .  .  .  .z , 0 z , 0 ;  ;u z u z .  .
2.12 .
The interchange of the operations is easily justified using linearity and the
case where f and 1ru are basic elements of G and R, respectively.
Note that Proposition 2.2 shows that the linear map on G that sends f
 .   .  .:  .to f )w, where w t s 1ru z , G z, t , is a right inverse for u L .
PROPOSITION 2.3. For any f and g in G we ha¨e
L f ) g s Lf ) g q gf f , .
 .where f is the functional on G defined by f g s d , for a, k in C = N.a, k 0, k
3. SOLUTIONS OF HOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS
Let U be a subset of the real or the complex numbers. Let h be a
 .differentiable function on U such that h9 t is different from zero for any t
Ä .in U, h t s 0 for some t in U, and h has an inverse function h under0 0
 .composition, defined on h U .
In this section we study the solutions of linear differential equations of
the form
u L g t s 0, 3.1 .  .  .
where u is a nonzero polynomial, t is a real or complex variable, and L is
the operator defined by
1
L s D. 3.2 .
h9 t .
The equations of Chebyshev and Euler are of this type.
 . zh t .If G z, t s e , where z and t are complex variables, then
LG z , t s zG z , t . .  .
 .That is, the operator L defined in 3.2 is the adjoint of multiplication by z
 . zh t .with respect to the generating function G z, t s e . Therefore, the
following results are direct consequences of Proposition 2.1 and Corollary
2.1. We will continue to use the notation introduced in the previous
section.
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 .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let u z be a monic polynomial of degree n q 1. Then
 .the linear subspace of G which consists of the elements g that satisfy 3.1 is
equal to the set
p z .
zh t .G u s g t s , e : p g P . 3.3 .  .  .n ; 5u z .
We define a polynomial sequence u as follows: u s 1 andk 0
u z s z k q b z ky1 q ??? qb , k G 1, 3.4 .  .k 1 k
 .where the b are the coefficients of u introduced in 2.3 . The u arej k
 .called the Horner polynomials associated with u z . They clearly form a
basis for the vector space P .n
COROLLARY 3.1. The functions
u z .k zh t .g t s , e , 0 F k F n , .k  ;u z .
 .form a basis of the ¨ector space G u .
COROLLARY 3.2. Let c , c , . . . , c be gi¨ en numbers. Then the unique0 1 n
 . k  .element f of G u that satisfies L f t N s c , for 0 F k F n, is gi¨ en byts t k0
F z .
zh t .f t s , e , .  ;u z .
 . n  .where F z s  c u z .js0 j nyj
Let p and w be polynomials such that p y w s qu for some polynomial
q. Then by the properties of divided difference functionals we have
p z w z .  .
zh t . zh t ., e s , e . ;  ;u z u z .  .
In particular, given p we can take w as the residue of p modulo u, which
is an element of P .n
 .Define the linear map L from P to G u byu n
p z .
zh t .L p t s , e , p g P . .u n ;u z .
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COROLLARY 3.3. The map L is a ¨ector space isomorphism and itsu
in¨erse is gi¨ en by
n
y1 jL g s L g t u t , g g G u . .  .  .u nyjtst0
js0
 .The polynomials q , for i, k g I, are a basis for P . Therefore thei, k n
functions L q , where k9 s m y 1 y k, form a basis for the vectoru i, k 9 i
 .  w x.space G u . A simple computation gives us see 5
kh t .
a h t .iL q t s e , i , k g I . .  .u i , k 9 k!
 .This formula and 2.4 yield the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let p be an element of P . Thenn
n
a h t .iL p t s p t e , .  .u i
is0
where
km y1i h t .
p t s L p , 0 F i F r . . i i , k 9 k!ks0
 .Combining Corollary 3.2 and 2.4 we obtain the following proposition.
 .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f be an element of G u . Then
kh t .
a h t .if t s a e , 3.5 .  . i , k k! .i , k gI
where
n
sa s L f t L u , i , k g I . 3.5a .  .  . ts ti , k i , k 9 nys0
ss0
COROLLARY 3.4. Let f be a function of the form
s
y h t .if t s p h t e , .  . . i
is0
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 .where the y are distinct numbers, the p are polynomials with deg p s j y 1,i i i i
 .and  j s m q 1. Then f g G u ,i
F z .
zh t .f z s , e , .  ;u z .
where
s




kF z s L f t u z . .  .  . my ktst0
ks0
4. INHOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS
We consider now the differential equation
u L g t s f t , 4.1 .  .  .  .
where g is an unknown function, u is a monic polynomial of degree n q 1,
 .and L is given by 3.2 . If f is an element of G, then Proposition 2.2 tell us
 .  .that the function g s f )w is a particular solution of 4.1 , where w z s
  . zh t .:1ru z , e . In this section we present a representation for the
convolution as an integral. Moreover, using this representation we solve
 .  .4.1 with forcing functions f t in a class larger than G.
For the rest of this section t will denote a real variable and the function
 .h will be a differentiable function on an interval I, such that h9 t is
 .continuous and nonzero for any t in I and h t s 0 for some t in I. We0 0
 .denote by K the complex vector space of all complex valued functions f t
that are piecewise continuous on I.
For any pair of functions f and g in K we define the convolution
product f ) g with respect to the operator L as
t Äf ) g t s f y g h h t y h y h9 y dy , t g I. 4.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .H
t0
Ä  .  ..  .Making the change of variable z s h h t y h y in 4.2 , we can see
that the convolution with respect to the operator L is a commutative
operation.
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A direct computation yields:
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f and g be in K and suppose that g is continuously
differentiable for t in I. Then
L f ) g t s f t ) Lg t q f t g t . .  .  .  .  .  .0
Using this proposition we will prove in the next theorem that Proposi-
tion 2.2 is also valid when the function f is an element of K.
THEOREM 4.1. Let u be a monic polynomial of degree n q 1 and let f be
an element of K. Define g by
g t s f t )w t , .  .  .
 .   . zh t .:where w t s 1ru z , e and the con¨olution is computed with respect
 .to t. Then g is a particular solution of 4.1 .
 .Proof. We will use induction on n. If n s 0, then u z s z y a for
some complex number a and
1
zh t . ah t ., e s e . ;z y a
By Proposition 4.1 we have
L f t ) eah t . s f t ) aeah t . q f t 4 .  .  .
and hence
L y aI f t ) eah t . s f t . 4 .  .  .
Now let k G 1 and suppose that the theorem holds for any u of degree
 .k. Let p z be a given monic polynomial of degree k q 1. Then we can
write
p z s z y a u z , .  .  .
where a is a complex number and u is a monic polynomial of degree k.
Let
1
zh t .g t s f t ) , e .  .  ;p z .
1
zh t .s f t ) , e . .  ;z y a u z .  .
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By Proposition 4.1 we have
1
zh t .L y aI g t s f t ) , z y a e .  .  .  . ;z y a u z .  .
1
zh t .q f t e , e , 4.3 .  .0 ;p z .
where e denotes evaluation at t s t . However0 0
1 1
zh t .e , e s , 1 s 0,0 ;  ;p z p z .  .
 .because deg p s k q 1 G 2.
 w x.By the reduction property of divided differences see 5 we have
1 1
zh t . zh t ., z y a e s , e . . ;  ;z y a u z u z .  .  .
 .Therefore 4.3 becomes
1
zh t .L y aI g t s f t ) , e .  .  .  ;u z .
and thus
p L g t s u L L y aI g t .  .  .  .  .
1
zh t .s u L f t ) , e .  .  ; 5u z .
s f t . .
The last equality follows from the induction hypothesis.
5. CHEBYSHEV AND EULER EQUATIONS
In order to illustrate the results of the previous section we will find the
solutions of several differential equations. Define the polynomial
r
m iu z s z y a , 5.1 .  .  . i
is0
and let n q 1 be the degree of u. Consider first the linear differential
equation
u L g t s F t , 5.2 .  .  .  .1
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 .  .where g t is an unknown function, F t is a certain forcing function, and
 .  .L is the differential operator obtained from 3.2 with h t s yarccos t,1
 2 .1r2that is, L s 1 y t D. Corresponding to this operator we have the1
 . yz arcos tgenerating function G z, t s e . Note that the differential opera-1
2 w xtor L is related to the Chebyshev transform; see 7 .1
 .  .  .If F s 0, then, according to 3.5 and 3.5a , the general solution of 5.2
has the form
karccos t .k ya arcos tig t s y1 a e , .  . i , k k! .i , k gI
where
n
sa s L g t L u . .i , k 1 i , k 9 nysts1
ss0
In this case K is the complex vector space of all complex valued
 .  .functions F t that are piecewise continuous for t in the interval y1, 1 .
For any functions f and g in K the convolution product is expressed as
g y .t 2 2’f ) g t s f ty q 1 y t 1 y y dy. 5.3 .  .  .  . .H  / 21 ’1 y y
 .Therefore, if F is an element of K, then a particular solution of 5.2 may
 .be obtained using Proposition 2.2 and 5.3 .
The Chebyshev equation
2 2 21 y t D y tD q n g t s 0, n g N, .  .
can be written as
w L g t s 0 5.4 .  .  .1
 . 2 2  w x.  .where w z s z q n . A simple calculation see 6 and 3.3 implies that
its general solution is given by
p ni eyn i arccos t p yni eni arccos t .  .
g t s y , 5.5 .  .
2ni 2ni
 .where p z is any element of P .1
 .  .Let us note that if p z s z in 5.5 then we get the Chebyshev
 .  .polynomial of degree n, T t s cos n arcos t . So thatn
z
yz arccos tT t s , e . 5.6 .  .n  ;2 2z q n
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Let F be the function defined by
0, y1 - t F 0,F t s .  t , 0 F t - 1.
 .In order to construct a particular solution g t of the inhomogeneousp
equation
w L g t s F t .  .  .1
we find first
1 1
yz arccos tw t s , e s y sin n arccos t . .  . ;w z n .
Thus
g t s F t )w t .  .  .p
1 sin n arccos y .t 2 2’s y F ty q 1 y t 1 y y dy. .  .H  / 2n 1 ’1 y y
Carrying out the integration, we obtain
1¡
2’p 1 y t y 2 t , n s 1, .4~ 1g t s .p 2’y sin n arccos 1 y t q n cos n arccos t , . . 52n n y 1 .¢
n ) 1,
 .for t in y1, 0 , and
1¡ 2’1 y t arccos t , n s 1,
2~g t s .p 1
t y cos n arccos t , n ) 1, 4 .¢ 2n y 1
w .for t g 0, 1 .
We can also solve differential equations of order greater than 2. For
example, the equation
22 4 2 3 2 2 41 y t D y 6 t 1 y t D q 7t y 4 D q tD y n g t s 0 .  .  .  . 5
is equivalent to
u L g t s 0, .  .1
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 . 4 4where u z s z y n . Therefore, the general solution to this equation is
given by
i
yn i arccos t ni arccos tg t s p ni e y p yni e 4 .  .  .34n
1
yn arccos t n arccos tq p n e y p yn e , 4 .  .34n
 .where p z is any element of P .3
In an analogous way, we can find the solutions of the equation
u L g t s F t , 5.7 .  .  .  .2
where L s tD, g is an unknown function, and F is an appropriate forcing2
function. Such equations are called Eulerian equations. The differential
operator L is related to the Mellin transform. If F s 0 the general2
 .solution of 5.7 is
kln t .
aig t s a t , .  i , k k! .i , k gI
where
n
sa s L g t L u . .i , k 2 i , k 9 nysts1
ss0
In this case the convolution is given by
t g y .t
f ) g t s f dy 5.8 .  .  .H  /y y1
for any complex valued functions f and g which are piecewise continuous
 .on 0, ` .
 .We note that from 3.2 it is possible to obtain other operators of
interest. For example, for the functions
at q b
h t s ad y bc / 0 , .  .
ct q d
s arctan t
s t1r n n g N .
< <s ln csc t y cot t
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we get the operators
2ct q d .
L s D
ad y bc
s 1 q t 2 D .
s nt ny1.r nD
s sin t D , .
respectively.
6. FINAL REMARKS
 .  .The formulas 2.5 and 4.2 lead to the construction of a right inverse
 .for the operator u L .
The results of Sections 3 and 4 are a first extension of the method of
divided differences for solving linear differential equations with constant
w xcoefficients given in 6 . A second extension may be obtained by consider-
 .  .  .ing differential equations of the form u L g t s f t , where L is the
 .  .differential operator defined by L s f t Dc t D, for given functions f
w xand c . These operators are related to some orthogonal transforms. See 7 .
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